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ABSTRACT

Courtesy of the trishaw’s innovative construction, seniors who have limited mobility can continue to
enjoy a leisurely bicycle ride sitting next to their friend or family member. The city of Vancouver is
known for its dedication to active transport and cycling lanes; why not use the existing cycling
infrastructure and make it more accessible to seniors while increasing their quality of life. It is
common knowledge that seniors face further impediments when using the road; with physical fragility
comes a mental vulnerability when sharing the road with moving vehicles. A cycling lane survey will
take place to assess the current cycling lanes in the areas surrounding Hillcrest and Kerrisdale
Community Centre, to determine their suitability for the specially designed trishaw. The project
focuses on these community centres as they offer seniors programming or retirement homes are
located nearby; the idea is that they will also insure and house the trishaws. Obstacles, like steep
slopes and curbs, have been accounted for during the data collection phase; this is in order to make
these cycling roots safe and accessible to all ages and abilities. The idea here is to bring two
fundamental sides of maintaining a city together, that being environmentally friendly and inclusive
infrastructure together with solving a social need. GIS software has been utilized to create maps that
showcase these cycling routes, which the trishaw users may use to help navigate around the
community centre while avoiding dangerous areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Cycling Without Age (CWA) is a movement brought over from Denmark that seeks to solve the issue
of senior isolation due to a loss of mobility (A Warm Welcome to Cycling Without Age, n.d.). To
activate the participation of Vancouver seniors in the CWA movement we must first look at our
existing cycling infrastructure to determine its suitability and, fundamentally, how safe it feels to the
cyclist. It was requested that our team look at viable routes around Hillcrest and Kerrisdale
Community Centre; therefore, our project aims to qualify the existing cycling lanes around those two
community centres. Our qualitative measures have been neatly packaged in the form of two GIS
maps showcasing the safest routes for the trishaw users in the CWA. Through this project we hope to
contribute to the Vancouver Healthy City Strategy, in particular to the idea of feeling safe and
included for better physical and mental well-being (Vancouver, 2018).
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METHOD

Participants
Participants were community centres with existing, clearly marked cycling lanes; proximity to
retirement homes and seniors activity centres were also a factor. Areas with topography unsuited for
the trishaw, like steep hills and potholed roads, and/or lacking in existing cycling infrastructure were
excluded. The project favoured routes where the cycling lanes were obviously separated from vehicle
traffic. Areas surrounding community centres were the focus of this project as the community centres
will house and insure the trishaws.

Assessments and Measures
The main objective was to create two GIS maps, one for each location; the maps showcase the
foremost accessible and secure, existing cycling route for the trishaw around the two chosen
community centres. The project used GPS devices to track curbs, speed bumps and other obstacles
along the chosen paths. The GPS coordinates were then used alongside existing data sets, from the
Open Data catalogue available on the City of Vancouver website, to further explain the characteristics
of the surrounding area and how it correlates with the needs of the trishaw (Vancouver, 2018); the
trishaw is just over 1 metre in width (Diagram 1), this must be taken into consideration, especially
when navigating narrow lanes and curb ramps. The assessments took place near Kerrisdale and
Hillcrest community centres, as they have existing seniors programming and retirement homes
nearby, as well as, appropriate cycling lanes. In order for us to survey the existing cycling
infrastructure and its suitability, a scale was created (Diagram 2). This scale was a simple 10 point
system out of 100 and then was converted into a percentage. The scale utilized the existing all ages
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& abilities model observed in the Transportation 2040 action plan brought forth by the City of
Vancouver (Vancouver, 2017). First thing, considering topics like historically significant sites, internet
research had to take place in order to narrow down an acceptable path. After the initial research, an
assessment by foot was carried out and simple tools like a notebook, a camera and a GPS device
were used to collect the data. As a group, the chosen paths were then scrutinized by our scale and
given a numerical rating, 100 being the perfect cycling route for the trishaw.
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RESULTS

Hillcrest Community Centre

Hillcrest Community Centre, although nearby a retirement home (our primary demographic), lacks
adequate scenery. Unfortunately, a tour of the nearby picturesque Queen Elizabeth Park is out of the
question at this point in time, its significantly steep hills and lack of clearly marked, cycling lanes
would not bode well for the trishaw and its users. Although lacking in scenery compared to areas of
Vancouver like the Sea Wall, the area does not lack in history which could serve as a talking point
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during the trip. Little Mountain, a volcanic formation now known as Queen Elizabeth Park, was once
mined for its Granitic Basalt deposits (Vancouver, 2018). Also included along the path is Riley Park,
Riley Park boasts a walking path around it that is perfect for the trishaw, as well as, an incredible
community garden. The original path chosen did not include the Little Mountain Court retirement
home, it was quickly realized that the route directly around the Hillcrest Community Centre was much
too short; this is in part due to the rolling terrain of the Riley Park neighbourhood. Our original goal
was to make each ride 45 minutes in total, in order for us to reach our goal we had to extend the
route. By adding the additional path, connecting Little Mountain Court to Hillcrest Community Centre,
it gave the route an additional 10-15 minutes. A main downfall for this part of the project was
Hillcrest’s proximity to major roads, Main Street and 33 rd Avenue, and its absolute lack of division
between cyclists and moving vehicles. The cycling lanes along Midlothian Avenue (Picture 1) and
Main Street (Picture 2) are not only narrow but boxed in between parked cars and moving traffic; at
one point a bus drove by and had no choice but to partially enter the cycling lane in order to proceed
down the road. The solution to this would be to put the cycling lane in between the parked cars and
the sidewalk, much like the Dunsmuir cycling lane in Downtown Vancouver. Having such a narrow
cycling lane will make it difficult for other cyclists to pass the slower moving trishaw. One other crucial
piece of infrastructure that would need altering is the cement divider that separates the cyclist from
the vehicles on 37th near Main Street (Picture 3). In order for the trishaw to maneuver back to the
entrance of Little Mountain Court it must turn left from the vehicle lane rather than the cycling lane.
This could be confusing for vehicles and could potentially cause an accident.
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Kerrisdale Community Centre

Kerrisdale Community Centres proximity to the Arbutus Greenway made it the ideal location for this
project. Located inside the community centre is a senior’s activity facility devoted to those 55 years
and older, a feature Hillcrest Community Centre lacks. In order to get on the Arbutus Greenway,
located directly across the street from the community centre, the trishaw must navigate alongside
vehicle traffic for a short period of time. However, once on the greenway, the trishaw is able to avoid
sharing the road with moving vehicles. The greenway was designed with comfort in mind, its wide
paths and smooth surface makes it a pleasurable experience for the trishaw. The lanes are clearly
marked and users seem to follow common cycling courtesies. The first few blocks of the path, in
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terms of scenery, are a work-in-progress; the vegetation meant to separate the greenway from
vehicle traffic is patchy (Picture 4). Although it needs some aesthetic work, this part of the path has a
surplus of potential. Once the cyclist moves further down the path the greenways promises of a
scenic ride become apparent. Users are immersed in heritage homes and luscious vegetation,
mountain views are seen throughout the ride (Picture 5). At 16th Avenue the path turns from scenic to
industrial, this is when the trishaw turns around and heads back to the community centre. Obstacles
on the greenway, like curbs and bumps, are far and few. One major obstacle on this route is where
the greenway meets the intersection at 41st Avenue, while waiting for the light to turn the trishaw
blocks the entire sidewalk. Widening the lane so that the trishaw can sit and wait to cross the street,
out of pedestrian’s way, would be ideal in this location. The trishaws width can also be a problem
when other cyclists are passing; they would have to enter the walking lane briefly in order to pass the
trishaw. Once passed these small hurdles, the trishaw rides freely the rest of the way.
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CONCLUSION

The results have shed some light on minor improvements needed to engage more seniors in outdoor
cycling activities. These methods can easily be adapted to any neighbourhood to determine its
eligibility as a trishaw route. In order to encourage active transportation, cities first have to look at
what the population’s psychological needs are; encouraging a good mind set towards cycling is the
first step. By mapping out safe routes and clearly separating cycling lanes from moving vehicles,
going outdoors and cycling can be luxurious. This project hopes to spark a change in the way cities
go about creating cycling infrastructure and that they consider those who may not be able bodied.
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MAPS

Map of the Hillcrest route created using GIS (Xinran Yao)
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Map of the Kerrisdale route along the Arbutus Greenway created using GIS (Xinran Yao)
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Diagram 1: Trishaw Measurements
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Diagram 2: Scale
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Picture 1: Midlothian Ave. Narrow cycling Lane (Warren Wong)
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Picture 2: Main Street (at 37th) (Florencia Comesana)
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Picture 3: Narrow passageway for trishaw due to cement barriers (Florencia Comesana)
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Picture 4: Patchy vegetation along Arbutus Greenway (Xinran Yao)
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Picture 5: The view from the Arbutus Greenway (Xinran Yao)
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